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ABSTRACT 

Macaque monkeys are widely used to study vision. In the traditional approach, 

monkeys are brought into a lab to perform visual tasks while they are restrained to 

obtain stable eye tracking and neural recordings. Here, we describe a novel 

environment to study visual cognition in a more natural setting as well as other natural 

and social behaviors. We designed a naturalistic environment with an integrated 

touchscreen workstation that enables high-quality eye tracking in unrestrained 

monkeys. We used this environment to train monkeys on a challenging same-different 

task. We also show that this environment can reveal interesting novel social behaviors. 

As proof of concept, we show that two naïve monkeys were able to learn this complex 

task through a combination of socially observing trained monkeys and through solo trial-

and-error. We propose that such naturalistic environments can be used to rigorously 

study visual cognition as well as other natural and social behaviors in freely moving 

monkeys.   
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INTRODUCTION 1 

Macaque monkeys are highly intelligent and social animals with many similarities 2 

to humans, due to which they are widely used to understand cognition and its neural 3 

basis (Passingham, 2009; Roelfsema and Treue, 2014; Buffalo et al., 2019). In the 4 

traditional approach for studying vision, monkeys are brought into a specialized lab 5 

where the head is restrained to obtain non-invasive eye tracking and minimize 6 

movement artifacts during neural recordings. This approach prevents a deeper 7 

understanding of vision in more natural, unrestrained settings. 8 

However, studying vision in a more natural setting requires overcoming two 9 

major challenges. First, animals must be housed in a naturalistic environment to engage 10 

in natural, social behaviors while at the same time repeatedly access complex cognitive 11 

tasks as required for the rigorous study of behavior and cognition. The design principles 12 

for such naturalistic environments as well as standard procedures to maximize animal 13 

welfare are well understood now (Woolverton et al., 1989; Röder and Timmermans, 14 

2002; Honess and Marin, 2006; Seier et al., 2011; Cannon et al., 2016; Coleman and 15 

Novak, 2017). Recent studies have demonstrated that monkeys can be trained to 16 

perform complex tasks using touchscreen devices that can be easily integrated into a 17 

naturalistic environment (Rumbaugh et al., 1989; Mandell and Sackett, 2008; Fagot and 18 

Paleressompoulle, 2009; Gazes et al., 2013; Calapai et al., 2017; Claidière et al., 2017; 19 

Tulip et al., 2017; Berger et al., 2018). While there are rigorous approaches to evaluate 20 

group performance on various tasks (Drea, 2006), it should also be possible to separate 21 

individual animals from the group to assess their individual performance on complex 22 

tasks.  23 
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Second, it should be possible to obtain high-fidelity gaze tracking in unrestrained 24 

macaque monkeys. All commercial eye trackers work best when the head is in a 25 

stereotypical front-facing position with relatively little movement, and gaze tracking is 26 

compromised with head movements. As a result, obtaining accurate gaze signals from 27 

restraint-free animals can be a major challenge (for a review of existing literature and 28 

best practices, see Hopper et al., 2021). Most studies of macaque eye tracking require 29 

some form of head restraint while monkeys are seated in a monkey chair (Machado and 30 

Nelson, 2011; De Luna et al., 2014; Kawaguchi et al., 2019; Ryan et al., 2019). Another 31 

solution is to use wearable eye trackers, but these require extensive animal training to 32 

avoid equipment damage (Milton et al., 2020). A further complication is that most eye 33 

trackers are optimized for larger screen distances (~60 cm) which allow for shallow 34 

angles between the eye tracker line-of-sight and the screen (Hopper et al., 2021). By 35 

contrast, a macaque monkey reaching for a touchscreen requires far smaller distances 36 

(~20 cm), resulting in elevated angles for the eye tracker, all of which compromise 37 

tracking quality. Finally, many commercial eye-tracking systems are optimized for the 38 

human inter-pupillary distance (~60 mm) as opposed to that of monkeys (~ 30 mm), 39 

which result in compromised gaze tracking ability.  40 

 Here, we designed a naturalistic environment with a touchscreen workstation and 41 

an eye tracker to study natural behaviors as well as controlled cognitive tasks in freely 42 

moving monkeys. We demonstrate several novel technical advances: (1) We show that, 43 

even though the monkeys can freely move to approach or withdraw from the 44 

workstation, their gaze can be tracked in real-time with high fidelity whenever they 45 

interact with the touchscreen for juice reward. This was possible due to a custom-46 
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designed juice spout with a chin-rest that brought the monkey into a stereotyped head 47 

position every time it drank juice; (2) We show that this enables gaze-contingent tasks 48 

and high-fidelity eye tracking, both of which are crucial requirements for studying visual 49 

cognition. (3) We show that this environment can be used to train monkeys on a 50 

complex same-different task by taking them through a sequence of subtasks with 51 

increasing complexity. (4) Finally, we illustrate how this novel environment can reveal 52 

interesting behaviors that would not have been observable in the traditional paradigm. 53 

Specifically, we show that naïve monkeys can rapidly learn a complex task through a 54 

combination of socially observing trained monkeys perform the task at close quarters, 55 

and through solo sessions with trial-and-error learning. These technical advances 56 

constitute an important first step towards studying vision in a more natural setting in 57 

unrestrained, freely moving monkeys.  58 

  59 
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RESULTS 60 

Environment overview 61 

We designed a novel naturalistic environment for studying cognition during 62 

controlled cognitive tasks as well as natural and social behaviors (Figure 1). Monkeys 63 

were group-housed in an enriched living environment with access to a touchscreen 64 

workstation where they could perform cognitive tasks for juice reward (Figure 1A; see 65 

Methods). The enriched environment comprised log perches and dead trees with 66 

natural as well as artificial lighting with several CCTV cameras to monitor movements 67 

(Figure 1B). We also included tall perches for animals could retreat to safety (Figure 68 

1C). The continuous camera recordings enabled us to reconstruct activity maps of the 69 

animals with and without human interactions (Figure 1D; Figure 1 - Video 1). To allow 70 

specific animals access to the behavior room, we designed a corridor with movable 71 

partitions so that the selected animal could be induced to enter while restricting others 72 

(Figure 1E). We included a squeeze partition that was not used for training but was 73 

used if required for administering drugs or for routine blood testing (Figure 1F). This 74 

squeeze partition had a ratchet mechanism and locks for easy operation (Figure 1G). 75 

After traversing the corridor (Figure 1H), monkeys entered a behavior room containing a 76 

touchscreen workstation (Figure 1I). The behavior room contained copper-sandwiched 77 

high pressure laminated panels that formed a closed circuit for removing external noise, 78 

to facilitate brain recordings (Figure 2 – supplement 2). The entire workflow was 79 

designed so that experimenters would never have to directly handle or contact the 80 

animals during training. Even though the environment contained safe perches out of 81 

https://osf.io/3kn7m/
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reach from humans, we were able to develop standard protocols to isolate each monkey 82 

and give it access to the behaviour room (see Methods). 83 
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 84 
Figure 1: Overview of naturalistic environment  85 

(A) Illustrated layout of the environment designed to enable easy access for monkeys to 86 

behavioral tasks. Major features placed for enrichment are labelled. Blue lines 87 
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indicate partitions for providing access to various portions of the play area. Typical 88 

movement of an animal is indicated using green arrows. Red lines indicate doors 89 

that are normally kept closed.  90 

(B) View into the play area from the interaction room showing the enriched environment.  91 

(C) Top: Roof lights that have been enclosed in stainless steel and toughened glass 92 

case to be tamper-proof. Bottom: Close up of the perch that provides monkeys with 93 

an elevated point of observation.  94 

(D) Top: Heatmap of residence duration of monkeys (red to yellow to white = less to 95 

more time spent in location) in the play area analyzed from a ~7 min video feed of 96 

the CCTV in panel A. There was no human presence in the interaction room during 97 

this period. Bottom: The same residence analysis but with human presence in the 98 

interaction room during a ~7 min period on the same day. See Figure 1 - Video 1 99 

(E) View from below the CCTV in the interaction area to the squeeze and holding areas 100 

with trap-doors available to bring monkey into chairs.  101 

(F) The squeeze room constricted for restraining monkeys within. Left: View of the room 102 

in a normal condition Right: View of the room in the squeezed condition.  103 

(G) Top: Close view of the rachet to bring the squeeze partition forward.  Bottom: Close 104 

view of the partition lock.  105 

(H) View of the path taken by monkey from play area through the holding and squeeze 106 

area into the behavior room.  107 

(I) Left: Top-down view from the CCTV in the behavior room showing the placement of 108 

the touchscreen on the modular panel wall and the abutting juice reward arm in front 109 

of it. Right: Close view of the touchscreen and the juice reward arm. 110 

  111 

https://osf.io/3kn7m/
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Touchscreen workstation with eye tracking in unrestrained monkeys 112 

The touchscreen workstation is detailed in Figure 2. Monkeys were trained to sit 113 

comfortably at the juice spout and perform tasks on the touchscreen for juice reward. 114 

The workstation contained several critical design elements that enabled behavioral 115 

control and high-fidelity eye tracking, as summarized below (see Figure 3 - Video 1).  116 

First, we developed a juice delivery arm with a drain mechanism that would take 117 

any extra juice back out to a juice reservoir (Figure 2 – supplement 3). This was done to 118 

ensure that monkeys drank juice directly from the juice spout after a correct trial instead 119 

of subverting it and accessing spillover juice. Second, we developed several modular 120 

head frames that were tailored to the typical shape of the monkey head (Figure 2B; 121 

Figure 2 – supplement 3). In practice, monkeys comfortably rested their chin/head on 122 

these frames and were willing to perform hundreds of trials even while using the most 123 

restrictive frames. Third, we affixed two transparent viewports above and below the 124 

touchscreen, one for the eye tracker camera and the other for the infrared radiation (IR) 125 

illuminator of the eye tracker respectively (Figure 2A-B). Finally, we included a 126 

removable hand grill to prevent the monkeys from accessing the touchscreen with the 127 

left hand (Figure 2A). This was critical not only for reducing movement variability but 128 

also to provide an uninterrupted path for the light from the IR illuminator of the eye 129 

tracker mounted below the touchscreen to reflect off the eyes and reach the eye tracker 130 

camera mounted above the touch screen (Figure 2A-B). This design essentially 131 

stereotyped the position of the monkey’s head and gave us excellent pupil and eye 132 

images (Figure 2C, inset) and consequently highly accurate eye tracking (see Figure 3 133 

- Video 1).  134 

https://osf.io/4zmjw/
https://osf.io/4zmjw/
https://osf.io/4zmjw/
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 135 

 136 
Figure 2: Touchscreen workstation with eye tracking for unrestrained monkeys  137 

(A) Labelled photograph of the touchscreen workstation from the monkey’s side. Labels: 138 

1: Partition panel with electromagnetic shielding; 2: Chin rest; 3: Grill to block left-139 

hand screen access; 4: Movable reward delivery arm with concealed juice pipe; 5: 140 

Transparent viewports 6: Touchscreen.  141 

(B) Labelled cross-section showing both monkey and experimenter sides. Labels: 7: 142 

Position of monkey at the workstation; 8: Field of view of the eye tracker; 9: Channel 143 

for mounting photodiode; 10: Eye tracker camera and additional synchronized 144 

optical video camera; 11: Adjustable arms mounted on the shaft behind touchscreen 145 

back panel; 12: Eye tracker IR illuminator.  146 

(C) Photograph of monkey M1 performing a task. (A). Inset: Screengrab from the ISCAN 147 

IR eye tracker camera feed while monkey was doing the task, showing the detected 148 

pupil (black crosshair with white border) and corneal reflection (white crosshair with 149 

black border).  150 

 151 

Same-different task with gaze-contingent eye tracking 152 

 Understanding visual cognition often requires training monkeys on complex 153 

cognitive tasks with events contingent on their eye movements, such as requiring them 154 

to fixate. As a proof of concept, we trained two animals (M1 & M3) on a same-different 155 

(or delayed match-to-sample) task with real-time gaze-contingency.  156 

The timeline of the task is depicted schematically in Figure 3A. Each trial began 157 

with a hold cue that was displayed until the animal touched it with his hand, after which 158 

a fixation cross appeared at the center of the screen. The monkey had to keep its hand 159 
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on the hold cue and maintain its gaze within a 8° radius around the fixation cross. 160 

Following this a sample image appeared for 500 ms after which the screen went blank 161 

for 200 ms. After this, several events happened simultaneously: a test stimulus 162 

appeared, the hold cue disappeared, fixation/hold constraints were removed, and two 163 

choice buttons appeared above and below the hold cue. The animal had to make a 164 

response by touching one of the choice buttons within 5 s. The test stimulus and the 165 

choice buttons were presented till the monkey made a response, or till 5 s, whichever is 166 

earlier. If the test image was identical to the sample, the monkey had to touch the upper 167 

button or if it was different, the lower button. Example videos of the same-different task 168 

and a more complex part-matching task are shown in Figure 3 - Video 2.  169 

Figure 3B illustrates the example gaze data recorded from monkey M1 during 170 

two trials of the same-different task, one with a “SAME” response and the other with a 171 

“DIFFERENT” response. The monkey initially looked at the hold button, then at the 172 

sample image, and eventually at the choice buttons. The time course of the two trials 173 

reveals eye movements in the expected directions: for the “SAME” trial, the vertical eye 174 

position moves up shortly after the test stimulus appeared (Figure 3C) whereas in a 175 

“DIFFERENT” trial, the vertical position moves down (Figure 3D). We obtained highly 176 

reliable gaze position across trials (Figure 3E), allowing us to reconstruct the 177 

characteristic time course of saccades (Figure 3F-G). We obtained similar, highly 178 

reliable gaze signals from another animal M3 as well (Figure 3 – supplement 1). This 179 

accuracy is remarkable given that this is from entirely unrestrained monkeys.  180 

To characterize the quality of fixation in this setup, we analyzed the gaze data 181 

across many hundreds of trials for monkey M1. By comparing our networked video 182 

https://osf.io/ftgjy/
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cameras with the eye tracker gaze position signals, we found that gaze data was 183 

missing if and only if the animal looked away or moved away from the touchscreen, with 184 

no gaze data lost when the monkeys did not look away. Although we imposed a 185 

relatively liberal fixation window (radius = 8°), the animals’ eye positions were far more 186 

concentrated within a given trial with average gaze position changing slightly from trial 187 

to trial (Figure 3H). To quantify these patterns, we plotted the distribution of average 188 

gaze position across 150 trials for monkey M1 (Figure 3I). It can be seen that the center 189 

of gaze was slightly northwest of the center estimated by the gaze calibration. To 190 

quantify the fixation quality within each trial, we calculated the standard deviation along 191 

horizontal and vertical directions for each trial. This revealed gaze to be tightly centered 192 

with a small standard deviation (standard deviation, mean ± s.d. across 150 trials: 0.90° 193 

± 0.36° along x, 1.01° ± 0.38° along y). We obtained similar, tightly centered standard 194 

deviation across sessions (Figure 3J). We obtained qualitatively similar results for 195 

monkey M3 in the same-different task. (Figure 3 – supplement 1). Interestingly, the eye 196 

tracking revealed that monkey M3 looked first at the DIFFERENT button by default and 197 

then made a corrective saccade to the SAME button (Figure 3 – supplement 1). Finally, 198 

we also trained both monkeys M1 & M3 on a fixation task and obtained highly accurate 199 

eye tracking and fixation quality in both monkeys (Figure 3 – supplement 2).  200 

This high fidelity of gaze data in unrestrained monkeys was due to two crucial 201 

innovations. First, the stereotyped position of the juice spout made the animal put its 202 

head in exactly the same position each time, enabling accurate eye tracking (Figure 3 - 203 

Video 1). Second, the eye tracker camera and IR illuminator were split and placed 204 

https://osf.io/4zmjw/
https://osf.io/4zmjw/
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above and below the screen, enabling high-quality pupil and corneal reflections, 205 

boosting tracking fidelity. 206 

 207 
Figure 3: Same-Different Task with gaze-contingent tracking for monkey M1. 208 
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(A) Schematic sequence of events in the same-different task. The monkey had to touch 209 

the HOLD button and look at a fixation cross at the centre of the screen, after which 210 

a sample stimulus appeared for 500 ms followed by a blank screen for 200 ms. 211 

Following this a test stimulus appeared along with choice buttons for SAME and 212 

DIFFERENT responses. The monkey had to indicate by touching the appropriate 213 

button whether the sample and test were same or different. All trials were followed 214 

by different audio tones for correct and error trials, and the monkey received juice for 215 

correct trials. See Figure 3 - Video 1 216 

(B) Eye traces overlaid on the stimulus screen, for one example SAME response trial 217 

(magenta) and one representative DIFFERENT trial (cyan) for monkey M3.  218 

(C) Horizontal (blue) and vertical (red) gaze position as a function of time during the 219 

SAME trial shown in (A). Dotted lines mark sample on, sample off, test on, and 220 

reward (from left to right respectively, along the x-axis). 221 

(D) Same as (C) but during a correct DIFFERENT choice trial in (A). 222 

(E) Horizontal and vertical gaze position during SAME response trials (magenta) and 223 

DIFFERENT response trials (cyan) over a total of 150 trials (75 SAME trials and 75 224 

DIFFERENT trials).  225 

(F) Gaze position as a function of time (aligned to saccade onset) for the SAME 226 

response trials shown in (D). Saccade onset was defined based on the time at which 227 

saccade velocity attained 10% of the maximum eye velocity.  228 

(G) Same as (F) but for DIFFERENT response trials.  229 

(H) Gaze positions during 10 example trials during the fixation-contingent period in 230 

Session 1. The monkey had to maintain gaze during this period within a fixation 231 

window of 8 dva radius (dotted circle) centred at the middle of the screen (where 232 

sample and fixation spot were presented). Data from different trials are shown in a 233 

different colour. 234 

(I) 2D histogram of the mean gaze position in each trial across all 150 trials in (E) from 235 

Session 1. 236 

(J) Violin plot showing the standard deviation of gaze positions within each trial for both 237 

horizontal (Eye X) and vertical (Eye Y) directions across trials in four separate 238 

sessions (Sessions 1-4, where session 4 data is the same in panels B to I), overlaid 239 

with median (white dot) and inter-quartile range (vertical gray bar).  240 

  241 

https://osf.io/4zmjw/
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Tailored Automated Training (TAT) on same-different task 242 

Here we describe our novel approach to training animals on this same-different 243 

task, which we term as “Tailored Automated Training” (TAT). In the traditional paradigm, 244 

before any task training can be started, monkeys have to be gradually acclimatized to 245 

entering specialized monkey chairs that block them from access to their head, and to 246 

having their head immobilized using headposts for the purpose of eye tracking. This 247 

process can take a few months and therefore is a major bottleneck in training 248 

(Fernström et al., 2009; Slater et al., 2016; Mason et al., 2019). These steps are no 249 

longer required in our environment, allowing us to focus entirely on task-relevant 250 

training. 251 

We trained two monkeys (M1 & M3) using TAT (for details, see Appendix 1). The 252 

fundamental approach to training monkeys on complex tasks is to take the animal 253 

through several stages of gradual training so that at every stage the animal is 254 

performing above chance, while at the same time learning continuously. On each 255 

session, we gave access to the touchscreen workstation to each monkey individually by 256 

separating it from its group using the holding areas (Figure 1A). Each monkey was 257 

guided automatically through increasingly complex stages of the same-different task. 258 

These stages went from a basic task where the monkey received a reward for 259 

touching/holding a target square on the screen, to the full same-different task described 260 

in the previous sections. Importantly, each monkey went through a unique trajectory of 261 

learning that was tailored to its competence on each stage. There were a total of 10 262 

stages and multiple levels within each stage. Only one task-related parameter was 263 

varied across levels in any given stage. The monkey would progress to the next level 264 
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once it completed most recent 50 trials with at least 80% accuracy. By the end of 265 

training, both monkeys were highly accurate on the same-different task (91% for M1, 266 

82% for M3). The duration of training from completely naïve to fully trained was 267 

approximately 90 sessions or days. Thus, the tailored automated training (TAT) 268 

paradigm deployed in this naturalistic environment can enable automated training of 269 

monkeys on complex cognitive tasks while at the same time maximizing animal welfare.   270 

 271 

Can a naïve monkey learn the task by observing trained monkeys?  272 

Our novel environment has the provision to allow multiple monkeys to freely 273 

move and access the touchscreen workstation. We therefore wondered whether a naïve 274 

monkey could learn the same-different task by observing trained monkeys. This would 275 

further obviate the need for the TAT paradigm by allowing monkeys to learn from each 276 

other, and potentially reduce human involvement.  277 

To explore this possibility, we performed social learning experiments on two 278 

naïve monkeys (M2 and M4). In each case, the naïve monkey was introduced along 279 

with a trained monkey (M1/M3) into the behaviour room, giving it the opportunity to learn 280 

by observation. Each day of social training for M2 involved three sessions in which he 281 

was first introduced into the behaviour room along with M1, then introduced together 282 

with M3, and finally a solo session. For M4 social training, we included a social session 283 

with M3 and a solo session. Neither monkey was acquainted with the setup at all prior 284 

to this. The results for each monkey are separately summarized below.  285 

 286 

Social learning of naïve monkey M2 287 
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Here, naïve monkey (M2) was intermediate in its social rank, with one of the 288 

trained monkeys (M1) being higher and the other (M3) being lower in rank. Initially, on 289 

each day of training session, M2 participated in two social training sessions: in the first 290 

session, it was introduced into the behaviour room with M1. In the second session, it 291 

was introduced with M3. We also included a session in which M2 was allowed to 292 

attempt the task by himself with no other animal present. We used CCTV footage to 293 

retrospectively identify which monkey was doing the task on each trial during the social 294 

sessions. The data from the behavioral task together with information about monkey 295 

identity allowed us to quantify the performance each monkey separately during social 296 

training sessions. The results are summarized in Figure 4, and video clips of the key 297 

stages are shown in Figure 4 - Video 1.  298 

Video frames of key events are shown in Figure 4A. On Day 1, we observed 299 

interactions expected from the social hierarchy: M1 intimidated M2 and prevented any 300 

access to the workstation, and M2 did the same to M3. The M1-M2 dynamic remained 301 

like this throughout the social sessions. On Day 4, M2 pulled M3 into the behaviour 302 

room, and we observed a few trials in which M2 drank juice while M3 performed a few 303 

correct trials. By Day 5, M2 was observing M1 closely in the M1-M2 social sessions, 304 

and began to slide his hand to make a response in the M2-M3 social sessions. By Day 305 

9, M2 was performing the task at chance level. By Day 13, there were no interactions 306 

between M1 & M2 (with M1 dominating throughout) and no interactions between M2 & 307 

M3 (with M2 dominating throughout). We therefore stopped the social sessions and 308 

began introducing M2 by himself into the behaviour room. From here on, M2 took 8 309 

more sessions to reach above-chance accuracy on the task. By the end of 29 sessions, 310 

https://osf.io/zsaqu/
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M2 had achieved 91% accuracy on the task. A more detailed description and analysis of 311 

social sessions is included in Appendix 2.  312 

To quantify the social session performance of all monkeys, we plotted the overall 313 

accuracy of each monkey on trials in which they made a response to one of the choice 314 

buttons (Figure 4B). It can be seen that monkey M2 began to initiate trials correctly and 315 

make choice responses by Day 5, and his performance began to rise above chance by 316 

about Day 15. To further elucidate how M2 learned the same-different rule we 317 

separated his accuracy into trials with immediate repeat of an error (“second-chance 318 

accuracy”) and trials without an immediately preceding error (“first-chance accuracy”). 319 

This revealed an interesting pattern, whereby M2 began to increase his second chance 320 

accuracy, presumably by switching his response upon making an error almost 321 

immediately after introducing immediate repeat of error on Day 10 (Figure 4B). 322 

Interestingly his first-chance accuracy only began to increase a few days later, from Day 323 

16 onwards (Figure 4B). To evaluate how M2 learned various aspects of the task, we 324 

calculated several types of accuracy measures for each session: touching accuracy 325 

(percentage of trials initiated by touching the hold button), response accuracy 326 

(percentage of trials in which M2 pressed either choice button) and finally correct 327 

response accuracy (percentage of trials where M2 touched the correct choice button). 328 

The resulting plot (Figure 4C), shows that M2 learned to touch by Day 2, respond to 329 

choice buttons by about Day 5, and began to make correct responses significantly 330 

above chance by Day 15.   331 

 332 
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 333 
Figure 4. Social learning of naïve monkey M2.  334 

(A) Photos representing important stages of social learning for M2 by observing 335 

trained monkeys M1 & M3. Social rank was M1 > M2 > M3. See Figure 4 - 336 

Video 1.  337 

(B) Accuracy in social training sessions (green-M1, blue-M2 and red-M3) across 338 

days. For each monkey, accuracy is calculated on trials on which it made a 339 

choice response. Shaded regions depict days on which error trials were repeated 340 

immediately, allowing monkeys to learn by switch their response upon making an 341 

error. M2 accuracy on such repeated trials is shown separately (grey). M1 and 342 

M3 accuracy prior to and during social sessions is shown by red and green dots 343 

(M1: 91%, M3: 82%). Inset: Percentage of all trials initiated by M2 (blue) and M3 344 

(red) during M2-M3 sessions across thirteen days of training.  345 

(C) Accuracy for monkey M2 for various types of response, calculated as percentage 346 

of all trials. Touching accuracy (purple): percentage of all trials initiated by 347 

touching the hold button. Response accuracy (cyan): percentage of trials where 348 

M2 touched any choice button out of all trials. Correct response accuracy (blue): 349 

Percentage of trials where M2 touched the correct choice button out of all trials. 350 

https://osf.io/zsaqu/
https://osf.io/zsaqu/
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Shaded regions depict days on which error trials were repeated immediately 351 

without a delay. Arrow indicate days on which the hold time was changed.  352 

 353 

Social learning of naïve monkey M4 354 

The above results show that the naïve monkey M2 was able to learn the same-355 

different task through social observation of trained monkeys as well as through solo 356 

sessions involving trial-and-error learning. To confirm the generality of this 357 

phenomenon, we trained a second naïve monkey M4 using the trained monkey M3. 358 

Since we observed more interactions between M2 & M3 during social learning of M2, 359 

we selected the naïve monkey (M4) to be socially dominant over the trained monkey 360 

(M3). However, this social dominance reversed over time so that M3 became dominant 361 

over M4 by the start of the social sessions, and this trend also reversed at times across 362 

sessions.  363 

On each day of social learning, we conducted three sessions: a solo session with 364 

only M3 performing the task, followed by a social session where M4 was introduced into 365 

the room with M3 already present, and finally a solo session with only M4. To 366 

summarize, M4 learned to touch correctly by Day 2, began to touch the choice buttons 367 

by Day 5 and his accuracy increased steadily thereafter reflecting continuous learning 368 

(Figure 4 – supplement 1).  However, a post-hoc analysis revealed that this 369 

improvement was primarily due to increase in second-chance accuracy with little or no 370 

change in first-chance accuracy. Thus, monkey M4 also demonstrated an initial phase 371 

of learning task structure, followed by a later stage of trial-and-error learning similar to 372 

the monkey M2. However the learning curve for M4 was unlike that seen for M2. 373 

Whereas M2 learned the same-different rule while also learning to switch his response 374 
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on immediate-repeat trials, M4 only learned the suboptimal rule of switching his 375 

response on immediate-repeat trials. Nonetheless, M4 was successful at trial-and-error 376 

learning on this task, albeit with suboptimal learning. A descriptive analysis of the key 377 

events during social training of M4 is included in Appendix 2. 378 

 379 

How did monkeys learn during social learning?   380 

 The above observations demonstrate that both naïve monkeys (M2 and M4) 381 

learned the task in two distinct phases. In the first phase, they learned the basic 382 

structure of the task through social interactions and learning. By task structure we mean 383 

the specific sequence of actions that the animal has to perform to receive reward at 384 

chance levels: here, these actions involve holding one button until the test image 385 

appears and then touching one of the choice buttons afterwards and removing his hand 386 

from the touchscreen to initiate the next trial. By the end of this stage, both monkeys did 387 

not seem to be benefiting from socially observing or interacting with the trained monkey.  388 

 In the second phase, M2 learned the same-different rule all by himself through 389 

trial-and-error, by improving on both his first-chance and second-chance accuracy. M4 390 

also showed learning on the task but unlike M2, his improvement was driven by his 391 

second-chance accuracy alone, indicating that he learned a suboptimal rule to improve 392 

his task performance. Nonetheless, in both monkeys, the social sessions naturally 393 

dissociated these two stages of learning.   394 
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DISCUSSION 395 

Here, we designed a novel naturalistic environment with a touchscreen 396 

workstation with high quality eye tracking that can be used to study visual cognition as 397 

well as natural and social behaviors in unrestrained monkeys. We demonstrate two 398 

major outcomes using this environment. First, we show that high-quality eye tracking 399 

can be achieved in unrestrained, freely moving monkeys working at the touchscreen on 400 

a complex cognitive task. Second, we show that interesting novel behaviors can be 401 

observed in this environment: specifically, two naïve monkeys were able to learn 402 

aspects of a complex cognitive task through socially observing trained monkeys doing 403 

the task and through trial-and-error. We discuss these advances in relation to the 404 

existing literature below.  405 

 406 

Relation to other primate training environments 407 

Our novel naturalistic environment with a touchscreen is similar to other efforts 408 

(Calapai et al., 2017; Tulip et al., 2017; Berger et al., 2018), where the common goal is 409 

a seamless behavior station to enable training monkeys within their living environment. 410 

However, it is unique and novel in several respects.  411 

First, we were able to achieve precise monitoring of gaze in unrestrained 412 

macaque monkeys. While viable gaze tracking has been reported in unrestrained large 413 

animals, there are technical challenges in achieving this with unrestrained macaque 414 

monkeys, whose small size results in an elevated line of sight for any eye tracker placed 415 

at arm’s length. To our knowledge this is the first report of accurate eye tracking in 416 

unrestrained macaque monkeys interacting at close quarters with a touchscreen. This is 417 
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an important advance since such gaze signals are required for any complex cognitive 418 

tasks involving visual stimuli. We overcame this challenge through two innovations: (1) 419 

designing a juice spout with a chin rest that essentially enabled monkeys to achieve a 420 

highly stereotyped head position while performing the task, with hand-holding grill and 421 

optional head frames for additional stability; and (2) splitting the eye-tracker camera and 422 

the IR illuminator, to allow IR light to illuminate the eyes from below, resulting in high-423 

fidelity tracking, Second, unlike other facilities where the touchscreen workstation is an 424 

add-on or housed in a separate enclosure (Evans et al., 2008; Mandell and Sackett, 425 

2008; Fagot and Paleressompoulle, 2009; Fagot and Bonté, 2010; Calapai et al., 2017; 426 

Claidière et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2019), our touchscreen is mounted flush onto a 427 

modular wall (with provision for expansion) that enabled social observation by other 428 

monkeys, which in turn enabled novel social interactions such as those described here. 429 

Third, we demonstrate that monkeys can be group-housed even with safe perches out 430 

of reach from humans, yet it is possible to isolate each animal individually and give it 431 

access to the touchscreen workstation (see Methods).  432 

 433 

Social learning vs automated training 434 

We have found that naïve monkeys can learn a complex cognitive task through a 435 

combination of observing other trained monkeys and by solo trial-and-error. An extreme 436 

interpretation of this finding is that only one animal needs to be trained through TAT and 437 

other animals can learn from it through social observation and solo trial-and-error. A 438 

more reasonable interpretation is that this approach could either work partially in many 439 

animals, or entirely in a few animals. Either way, it could result in substantial time 440 
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savings for human experimenters by allowing more animals to be trained in parallel and 441 

minimize manual interventions or even reduce the time required in automated training. 442 

Do monkeys take less time to learn socially as compared to an automated 443 

training regime? This question is difficult to answer conclusively for several reasons: (1) 444 

training progress is not directly comparable between social and automated training (e.g. 445 

automated training involves learning to touch, hold, making response etc. which are 446 

absent in the social training); (2) There could be individual differences in learning and 447 

cognition as well as relative social rank that confound this comparison (Capitanio, 448 

1999); and (3) it is possible that monkeys could learn slower/faster in a different 449 

automated or social training protocol.   450 

Keeping in mind the above limitations, we nonetheless compared the total times 451 

required for automated and social training times using two metrics: the number of 452 

sessions required to learn task structure and the number of sessions required to learn 453 

the same-different rule. For monkeys M1 & M3, which were on automated training, both 454 

learned task structure in 34 sessions and learned the same-different rule in 86 sessions. 455 

These training times are comparable to a recent study that reported taking 57-126 456 

sessions to train animals on a touch, hold and release task (Berger et al., 2018). By 457 

contrast, for monkeys M2 & M4, which underwent social training, both learned task 458 

structure in 9 sessions and M2 learned the same-different rule in 25 sessions, whereas 459 

M4 learned a suboptimal rule instead. Thus, in our study at least, social learning was 460 

much faster than automated training.  461 

In practice, we propose that one or two animals could be trained through 462 

automated approaches, and then the larger social group (containing the trained 463 
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animals) could be given access to socially observe and learn from the trained animals. 464 

This approach could help with identifying the specific individuals that are capable of 465 

socially learning complex tasks - an interesting question in its own right.  466 

 467 

Insights into social learning  468 

Our finding that naïve animals can learn at least certain aspects of a complex 469 

task through social observation is consistent with reports of observational learning in 470 

monkeys (Brosnan and de Waal, 2004; Subiaul et al., 2004; Meunier et al., 2007; 471 

Falcone et al., 2012; Monfardini et al., 2012), and of cooperative problem solving and 472 

sharing (Beck, 1973; de Waal and Berger, 2000). However, in these studies, naïve 473 

animals learned relatively simple problem-solving tasks and did not have unconstrained 474 

access to the expert animal to observe or intervene at will.   475 

 Our results offer interesting insights into how animals might efficiently learn 476 

complex cognitive tasks. In our study, learning occurred naturally in two distinct stages. 477 

In the first stage, the naïve monkeys learned the basic task structure (i.e., holding and 478 

touching at appropriate locations on the screen at the appropriate times in the trial) by 479 

socially observing trained monkeys, but did not necessarily learn the same-different 480 

rule. This stage took only a few days during social learning. This could be because the 481 

naïve monkey is socially motivated by observing the trained monkey perform the task 482 

and/or receive reward. In the second stage, the naïve monkeys showed little interest in 483 

social observation, often dominated the teacher due to their higher social rank, and 484 

began learning the task through trial-and-error. This stage took about two weeks for 485 

monkey M2, and we estimate it would take us a similar amount of time using an 486 
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automated process such as TAT. Thus, the major advantage of social learning was that 487 

it enabled the naïve animal to learn the basic task structure from a conspecific, while 488 

learning the more complex cognitive rule by itself.  489 

 490 

Future directions: recording brain activity  491 

 Our naturalistic environment constitutes an important first step towards studying 492 

brain activity during natural and controlled behaviors. A key technical advance of our 493 

study is that we are able to achieve high-quality eye tracking in unrestrained monkeys, 494 

which will enable studying vision and its neural basis in a much more natural setting, as 495 

well as studying the neural basis of complex natural and social behaviors. Many design 496 

elements described in this study (e.g. electromagnetic shielding, snout restraint to 497 

permit wireless implant maintenance, neural data acquisition systems and related 498 

computers) are all essential for recording brain activity in this setting. However, we 499 

caution that recording brain activity still requires several non-trivial and challenging 500 

steps, including surgical implantation of microelectrodes into the brain regions of 501 

interest, ensuring viable interfacing with neural tissue and ensuring noise-free wireless 502 

recordings.  503 

  504 
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METHODS 505 

 All procedures were performed in accordance with experimental protocols 506 

approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee of the Indian Institute of Science 507 

(CAF/Ethics/399/2014 & CAF/Ethics/750/2020) and by the Committee for the Purpose 508 

of Control and Supervision of Experiments on Animals, Government of India 509 

(25/61/2015-CPCSEA & V-11011(3)/15/2020-CPCSEA-DADF).  510 

 511 

Animals 512 

  Four bonnet macaque monkeys (macaca radiata, laboratory designations: Di, Ju, 513 

Co, Cha; all male, aged ~7 years – denoted as M1, M2, M3, M4 respectively) were used 514 

in the study. Animals were fluid deprived on training days and were supplemented 515 

afterwards such that their minimum fluid intake was 50 ml per day. Their weight and 516 

health were monitored regularly for any signs of deprivation. In a typical session, 517 

animals performed about 400-500 trials of the same-different task, consuming about 80-518 

100 ml in a one hour period after which we typically stopped training.  519 

 To quantify these trends for each monkey, we analyzed 50 recent sessions in 520 

which three monkeys (M1, M2, M3) were trained on either a same-different task or a 521 

fixation task on each day (number of same-different sessions: 44/50 for M1; 28/50 for 522 

M2 and 47/50 for M3). All three animals performed a large number of trials per session 523 

(mean ± sd of trials/session: 540 ± 260 trials for M1, earning 104 ± 50 ml fluid; 574 ± 524 

209 trials for M2, earning 94 ± 48 ml fluid; 395 ± 180 trials, earning 71 ± 30 ml fluid; 525 

mean ± sd of session duration: 41 ± 25 min for M1; 45 ± 17 min for M2; 26 ± 16 min for 526 

M3). In all cases, sessions were stopped either if the animal showed no consistent 527 
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interest in performing the task, or if it had consumed a criterion level of fluid after which 528 

it would compromise consistent performance on the next day. We did not give unlimited 529 

access to the touchscreen workstation, and as a result, do not yet know the level of 530 

engagement possible in these scenarios.  531 

 532 

Overview of naturalistic environment 533 

Our goal was to design and construct a novel environment with an enriched living 534 

environment with controlled access to a behavior room with a touchscreen workstation, 535 

and provision for training on complex cognitive tasks and eventual wireless recording of 536 

brain signals.  537 

In primate facilities where monkeys have freedom of movement while interacting 538 

with behavior stations, the major differences typically lie in the placement of the 539 

behavior station relative to the living room, mode of interaction while monkeys perform 540 

tasks and the degree to which the animal’s behavior could be observed by other 541 

monkeys. The simpler and more common approach has been to install the behavior 542 

station directly in the living room either on the walls (Rumbaugh et al., 1989; Crofts et 543 

al., 1999; Truppa et al., 2010; Gazes et al., 2013; Tulip et al., 2017; Butler and 544 

Kennerley, 2019) or in an adjacent enclosure where a single subject can be temporarily 545 

isolated (Evans et al., 2008; Mandell and Sackett, 2008; Fagot and Paleressompoulle, 546 

2009; Fagot and Bonté, 2010; Calapai et al., 2017; Claidière et al., 2017; Walker et al., 547 

2019). Although the former approach is easiest to implement and can let multiple 548 

monkeys interact with the behavior station, it can be challenging to prevent a monkey 549 

from getting distracted from other events in its living environment and to isolate 550 
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individual monkeys for assessments. In contrast, the latter approach is better suited to 551 

control for disturbances in the living room but with the caveat that it has commonly been 552 

designed for use by one monkey at a time and thus precludes studying interesting 553 

behaviors where multiple monkeys can interact with the behavior station. An interesting 554 

recent approach is to use RFID technology to identify individuals that interact with the 555 

touchscreen (Fagot and Paleressompoulle, 2009; Fagot and Bonté, 2010). 556 

 Here, we combined the best of both approaches to create a single large 557 

naturalistic group housing area connected to a behavioral testing room through two 558 

intermediate rooms (Figure 1A). This allowed us to sequester the desired animal and 559 

send it into the behavior room for training or allow multiple animals to observe 560 

interesting social dynamics while they interact with tasks in the behavior room.  561 

Our approach can be a practical blueprint for other monkey facilities who wish to 562 

implement an enriched living and behavior environment in their own larger or smaller 563 

spaces. To this end, we have included a detailed description and specifications of 564 

various architectural, electrical and mechanical components in our environment. 565 

 566 

Naturalistic group housing 567 

We commissioned an environmental arena meeting our requirements which can 568 

house a small number of animals (3-6 monkeys). Monkey-accessible areas were 569 

separated from human-accessible areas using solid high-pressure laminate panels 570 

(HPL), toughened glass or stainless-steel mesh partitions (Figure 1A). The entire 571 

environment was designed by a team of architects and engineers (Opus Architects & 572 

Vitana Projects) using guidelines developed for NHP facilities (Röder and Timmermans, 573 
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2002; Buchanan-Smith et al., 2004; Joint Working Group on Refinement, 2009). We 574 

incorporated ample opportunities for the monkeys to interact with the environment and 575 

used natural materials wherever possible. We provided two perches at above 2m 576 

elevation made of wooden beams on a stainless-steel frame (Figure 1B, 1C top), 577 

repurposed tree trunks as benches, and a dead tree as a naturalistic feature for 578 

climbing and perching. Cotton ropes were hung from the taller elements for swinging 579 

and playing. We also included a stainless-steel pendulum swing for playing.  580 

To prevent tampering and to ensure safety, all electrical components like roof 581 

lights and closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras were enclosed with stainless-steel 582 

and toughened glass enclosures (Figure 1C, bottom). None of the structural and 583 

mechanical elements had sharp or pointed corners or edges. This room as well as other 584 

monkey-accessible areas described below were provided with a constantly replenished 585 

fresh air supply and exhaust ventilation. To keep unpleasant odors under control and to 586 

provide foraging opportunities for the monkeys, the floor of the living room was covered 587 

with a layer of absorbent bedding (dried paddy husk and/or wood shavings) that was 588 

replaced every few days. 589 

Compared to the older living area for monkeys (stainless steel mesh cages), the 590 

naturalistic group housing area is much more spacious (24 times the volume of a typical 591 

1m x 1m x 2m cage) and includes a large window for natural light. The living room was 592 

designed for easy removal and addition of features (all features are fixed with bolts and 593 

nuts), thus allowing for continuous improvement in enrichment. The enriched living room 594 

was effective in engaging the animals as observed from heatmaps of their movements 595 

(Figure 1D). Figure 1D shows animal activity in a 7 min period, both with and without the 596 
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presence of humans in the interaction area. Animals heavily interacted with the enriched 597 

environment, leading to an observable improvement in their behavioral and social well-598 

being.  599 

 600 

 601 

 602 

Holding area and squeeze partition 603 

From the group housing area, monkeys can approach the behavior room 604 

containing the touchscreen workstation (Figure 1I, touchscreen monitor for visual tasks 605 

and response collection) through a passageway (Figure 1H). The passageway is 606 

divided into two parts, a holding area and a squeeze room (Figure 1E-F). The holding 607 

area is adjacent to the group housing area and is designed to be employed when 608 

isolating an animal when required. A log bench was provided as enrichment in the 609 

holding area along with windows with natural light.  610 

In the squeeze room, the back wall can be pulled towards the front to restrain the 611 

animals for routine tasks like intravenous injections, measurement of body temperature, 612 

closer physical inspection by the veterinarian, etc. The back wall is attached to grab 613 

bars in the human interaction room (to push and pull it) and a ratchet system (Figure 614 

1G) to prevent the monkey from pushing back. This enables an experimenter to 615 

squeeze and hold the back wall in position without applying continuous force, allowing 616 

them to focus on interacting with the animal and minimize its discomfort.  617 

All monkey-accessible rooms were separated by sliding doors that can be locked 618 

(Figure 1G, bottom) to restrict a monkey to any given room. Ideally, all the sliding doors 619 
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could be left open, and monkeys can move freely across these rooms. In practice, to 620 

train individual animals, we often would shepherd the desired animal into the behaviour 621 

room by sequentially opening and closing the doors to each enclosure. We also 622 

incorporated trap doors to bring the monkeys out of each enclosure for the purposes of 623 

maintenance, relocation, or for other training purposes (Figure 1E). These trap doors 624 

allow for positioning a transfer cage or a traditional monkey chair into which the animal 625 

can be trained to enter.  626 

Animal training 627 

The design of the naturalistic group housing room relinquishes a large degree of 628 

control by the experimenters. For instance, monkeys in this environment could easily 629 

opt out of training by perching at a height. They may never enter the holding area even 630 

on being induced by treats from the experimenters. A dominant monkey could 631 

potentially block access to subordinate monkeys and prevent them from accessing the 632 

behavior room. In practice, these fears on our part were unfounded. Initially during fluid 633 

deprivation and subsequently even without deprivation, monkeys would voluntarily 634 

approach the holding area when induced using treats by the experimenters and often 635 

even without any inducement (e.g. training sessions missed during a six month period: 636 

6% i.e. 6/101 sessions for M1; 0% i.e. 0/101 sessions for M2; 4% i.e. 3/79 sessions for 637 

M3). Once the animals are sequestered in the holding area, we would separate the 638 

desired animal by offering treats in the squeeze partition while simultaneously offering 639 

treats to the other animal in the holding area. This approach allowed easy separation of 640 

individuals even when one animal is trying to block access of the other. In the rare 641 

instances when the undesired animal moved into the squeeze partition, we would take it 642 
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out into a conventional primate chair or transfer cage and put it back into the group 643 

housing area.  644 

 645 

Snout restraint 646 

We also used standard positive reinforcement techniques to train animals to 647 

enter conventional primate chairs for maintenance of future wireless neural implants. To 648 

hold the head temporarily still, we devised a novel 3D-printed snout restraint (Figure 2 – 649 

supplement 3C) that could be mounted on the flat portion of the primate chair, and slid 650 

forwards to temporarily immobilize the snout (and therefore, the head). We trained 651 

monkeys to accept treats and juice through the snout restraint. We found that animals 652 

easily tolerate being restrained for upto 10-15 minutes at a time, and are able to drink 653 

juice and eat small treats without any sign of discomfort. This duration is long enough to 654 

any cleaning or maintenance of their brain implant. This novel snout restraint avoids the 655 

traditional solution of a surgically implanted head-post, at least for the limited durations 656 

required for our purposes. It is similar in spirit to the reward cones reported recently for 657 

non-invasive head restraint (Kawaguchi et al., 2019). We propose that our snout 658 

restraint could be a viable non-invasive alternative to headposts in many other 659 

scenarios as well.  660 

 661 

Behavior room overview  662 

The behavior room contains a touchscreen workstation on the wall separating it 663 

from the control room (Figure 1A). The workstation consists of a touchscreen monitor 664 

and juice spout (Figure 1I) mounted on high-pressure laminate (HPL) modular panels. 665 
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These panels are mounted on stainless steel channels which allow for easy 666 

repositioning or swapping as required. The same panels also covered all other walls of 667 

the behavior room. All panels contained two identical HPL boards with a thin copper 668 

sheet sandwiched in between, and were electrically connected using jumper cables on 669 

the control room side. This paneling was done to shield the behavior room from 670 

electromagnetic interference that could potentially interfere with neural recordings. We 671 

confirmed the efficacy of the electromagnetic shielding by comparing signal quality in 672 

the control room with the behavior room (Figure 2 – supplement 2). A detailed system 673 

diagram with technical details of all components required to record behavioral and 674 

neural data is given in Figure 1 – Supplement 1.  675 

 676 

Behavior room: Touchscreen workstation  677 

We affixed a commercial grade 15” capacitive touchscreen monitor from Elo 678 

Touch Solutions Inc. (1593L RevB) to the modular panels at the behavior station (Figure 679 

2A, 2B). The height of the monitor from the floor was chosen such that the center of the 680 

screen lined up with the eye-height of a monkey sitting on the floor in front of the 681 

behavior station. This display supported a resolution of 1366 pixels by 768 pixels with a 682 

refresh rate of 60Hz and the polling rate of the integrated projected-capacitive touch 683 

panel was ~100Hz. The stimulus monitor and a second identical monitor 684 

(backup/observation unit located in the control room) were connected to a computer 685 

running the NIMH MonkeyLogic (NIMH ML, Hwang et al., 2019) experiment control 686 

software (running on MATLAB 2019a ). Digital input and output of signals was facilitated 687 
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by a National Instruments PCI-6503 card and BNC-2110 connector box combination 688 

(DIOxBNC).  689 

Above and below the monitor on the behavior station were two acrylic window 690 

openings (17.7 cm tall by 22.8 cm wide). We evaluated many transparent media 691 

including plate glass, high refractive index corning glass, reinforced glass as well as 692 

transparent polycarbonate. We evaluated these media using a simple setup with a 693 

model head. We found clear acrylic to be the best media for the transparent windows, 694 

by contrast to the other options which had either internal and surface reflections 695 

(plate/corning glass) or high attenuation of infra-red light (reinforced glass). Acrylic also 696 

offered better mechanical strength and scratch resistance compared to polycarbonate. 697 

These transparent acrylic windows enabled us to position a commercial infrared eye-698 

tracker camera (ISCAN Inc., ETL 300HD, details below) above the monitor and an IR 699 

illuminator below the monitor (Figure 2A and 2B). We also placed two synchronized 700 

network camera (frame sync-pulse recorded in NIMH ML through DIOxBNC) above and 701 

below the monitor. We fine-tuned the relative placement of our binocular eye-tracker 702 

and synchronized network cameras to observe fine-grained eye movements as well as 703 

head and body pose of our animals as they perform different visual matching tasks 704 

(Figure 2C). A photodiode was also placed on the touchscreen (Figure 2B) to measure 705 

the exact image onset times.  706 

 707 

Behavior room: Juice spout and head restraint 708 

Because monkeys had to sip juice from the reward arm, this itself led to fairly 709 

stable head position during the task. To further stabilize the head, we designed modular 710 
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head frames at the top of the reward arm onto which monkeys voluntarily rested their 711 

heads while performing tasks (Figure 2 – supplement 3). We formed a variety of 712 

restraint shapes with stainless-steel based on 3D scans of our monkeys with 713 

progressively increasing levels of restriction (Figure 2 – supplement 3). Positioning their 714 

heads within the head restraint was not a challenge for the monkeys and they 715 

habituated to it within tens of trials. We also iterated on the structure of the reward arm, 716 

head restraint and fabricated custom attachments (hand grill, Figure 2A) that allow the 717 

monkey to comfortably grip at multiple locations with its feet and with the free hand and 718 

this in turn greatly reduced animal movement while providing naturalistic affordances on 719 

the reward arm (Figure 1H, right most panel). 720 

The reward for performing the task correctly was provided to the monkey as juice 721 

drops delivered at the tip of a custom reward delivery arm (Figure 2A-B; Figure 2 – 722 

supplement 3). This reward arm was a 1” width hollow square section stainless steel 723 

tube. Concealed within it are two thin stainless-steel pipes – a juice pipe for delivering 724 

the juice to the monkey and a drainpipe to collect any remaining juice dripping from the 725 

juice pipe. The juice was delivered using a generic peristaltic pump on the pipe 726 

connecting the juice bottle to the end of the juice pipe in the control room. This pump 727 

was controlled by a custom voltage-dependent current driver circuit printed to a PCB 728 

(Figure 2 – supplement 2) which in turn is controlled through a digital signal from NIMH 729 

MonkeyLogic via the DIOxBNC board. The reward arm was mounted on a linear guide 730 

which allowed us to adjust the distance of juice pipe tip (near monkeys’ mouth) and the 731 

touchscreen. As a result, we can passively ensure the monkey sat at a distance that 732 
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enables it to give touch response without having to stretch their arms and gave a good 733 

field of view of the monkeys’ face and body for the cameras. 734 

 735 

Behavior room: Gaze tracking 736 

Eye movements were recorded using a customized small form factor ETL 300HD 737 

eye tracker from ISCAN Inc., USA with optical lenses that enabled eye tracking at close 738 

quarters. The eye-tracker primarily consisted of an infrared monochrome video capture 739 

system that we oriented to get a field of view that covered both eyes of the animal when 740 

its mouth was positioned at the juice spout and the animal was in position to do trials. 741 

Although we initially kept both the eye tracker illuminator and camera adjacent to each 742 

other below the touchscreen, we were faced with a smearing of the corneal reflection of 743 

the illuminator on the edges of the cornea when monkeys made up upward gaze 744 

movement. We resolved this issue by splitting the relative positions of the IR illuminator 745 

(placing it below the touchscreen) and the IR sensitive camera (placed above the 746 

touchscreen; see Figure 2) of the eye tracker system to provide robust eye tracking 747 

across the range of eye movements within our task. 748 

The ISCAN system offers a parameterizable eye-gate, which is in effect a 749 

rectangular aperture in the monochrome camera’s field of view and restricts the search 750 

space of the pupil and eye-glint search routines in the ISCAN software algorithm. The 751 

pupil and eye-glint search are based on the area (minimum number of pixels) and 752 

intensity-based thresholds that can be manipulated using interactive sliders in ISCAN’s 753 

DQW software. We modeled the raw eye-gaze signal as the horizontal and vertical 754 

signed difference between centroids of the detected pupil and eye-glint regions of 755 
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interest. The raw eye signal was communicated in real time to the computer running 756 

NIMH ML through the DIOxBNC analog cables. This raw eye-signal was read into the 757 

NIMH ML software and got rendered in real time onto another monitor that displayed a 758 

copy of the visual stimuli shown on the monkey touchscreen, while the monkeys 759 

performed touch-based visual tasks.  760 

We evaluated other commercial trackers but found limitations such as the need 761 

for semi-transparent hot mirror on the monkey side or a sticker to be affixed on the 762 

monkey forehead (EyeLink). Neither of these were practical options at the time of 763 

evaluation. We also found that other trackers popular for non-human primate research 764 

(Tobii X-120, Tobii Pro Spectrum) did not work as reliably for our monkeys, presumably 765 

due to species differences. Such species specific limitations of commercial eye trackers 766 

have been reported before (Hopper et al., 2021).  767 

  768 

Calibration of gaze data  769 

NIMH ML has a feature to display visual cues at selected locations on a uniform 770 

grid that the monkey can either touch or look at and obtain the liquid reward. We trained 771 

our monkeys to look at and then touch these visual cues. Since monkeys typically make 772 

an eye movement while initiating and performing the reach and touch, we exploited this 773 

to first center the raw eye signal with respect to the center of the screen and 774 

subsequently obtain a coarse scaling factor between changes in the raw eye signal and 775 

corresponding changes in the on-screen location. In this manner, we obtained a rough 776 

offset and scaling factor that maps the raw eye gaze signal with the on-screen locations 777 

of the monkey touch screen.  778 
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We then ran calibration trials where four rectangular fixation cues were presented 779 

in random order. The animal had to look at each fixation cue as and when it was shown, 780 

all the while maintaining hold on a button on the right extreme portion of the screen. The 781 

animal received a liquid reward at the end of a complete cycle of fixation cues for 782 

correctly maintaining fixation throughout the trials. These calibration trials provided us 783 

with pairs of raw eye-gaze (x, y) observations that corresponded to known locations on 784 

the touch screen. We then used linear regression to learn a transformation between the 785 

raw eye-data to touchscreen positions. We used these session-wise calibration models 786 

to transform eye-data if a higher degree of accuracy was required than what is provided 787 

by the initial coarse offset and scaling of the eye-signal that we manually perform in the 788 

beginning of each trial. In practice, even the coarse centering and scaling of raw eye-789 

data was sufficient for gaze-contingent paradigms where the monkeys had to either 790 

passively view successive stimuli in a fixation paradigm, or when they had to maintain 791 

gaze on the sample and test stimuli during the same-different tasks. Although linear 792 

regression was sufficient for our purposes, we note that biquadratic transformations 793 

might further improve gaze quality (Kimmel et al., 2012; Bozomitu et al., 2019).  794 

 795 

Animal activity analysis (Figure 1D) 796 

 We performed a motion heatmap analysis on the CCTV videos recorded from the 797 

play area using publicly available code (https://github.com/andikarachman/Motion-798 

Heatmap). This analysis was helpful to visualize movement patterns over time and is 799 

performed frame by frame. On each frame, the background image is subtracted and 800 

thresholded to remove small motion signals. The result of the threshold is added to the 801 

https://github.com/andikarachman/Motion-Heatmap
https://github.com/andikarachman/Motion-Heatmap
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accumulation image, and a colour map is applied. The colour map is overlayed on the 802 

background image to obtain the final output. We note that previous efforts have used 803 

color markers for activity and movement analyses (Ballesta et al., 2014), and more 804 

recently it has become possible to use markerless movement and pose tracking (Mathis 805 

et al., 2018).  806 

 807 

Gaze quality analysis (Figure 3 & supplements) 808 

We quantified the consistency of the mean gaze fixation during periods of fixation 809 

contingent behavior by plotting the relative probability of the mean fixations (within a 810 

trial) across trials in each session for each monkey. Briefly, we calibrated the raw eye-811 

data using the calibration models built with data from calibration trials and segregated 812 

the data during the period of fixation contingency (from initial fixation acquisition to after 813 

inter stimulus interval or end of trial, for same-different and fixation tasks respectively). 814 

We took the mean fixation location within a trial and plotted the relative probability of the 815 

mean fixations across all trials in the session using the histogram2 function provided in 816 

MATLAB with the normalization property set to ‘probability’. Violin plots were based on 817 

code from Holger Hoffmann’s Violin Plot programs (retrieved on June 30, 2021 from 818 

MATLAB Central File Exchange 819 

https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/45134-violin-plot).  820 

 821 

  822 

https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/45134-violin-plot
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 1012 
Figure 2 – Supplement 1: System components and technical specifications. The 1013 

above diagram shows all computers (circles), system components (rectangles) and 1014 

input/output connections required to record behavioral data and wireless neural data in 1015 

our naturalistic environment. The technical details of each component is listed below.  1016 

 Behavior PC 1017 

1. System Specs. Intel Core i9; 32 GB RAM; 1 TB SSD; Nvidia RTX 2060 1018 

graphics card; Windows 10.  1019 

2. Touchscreen monitor. Elo 1593L Rev B 15 inch open frame 10-point projected 1020 

capacitive touch screen - 1366 x 768 at 60 Hz 1021 

3. Digital IO card. PCI-6503 (National Instruments): 24-channel DIO card for 1022 

sending task-related event markers to the data acquisition system 1023 

4. Analog/Digital IO card: PCI-6221, National Instruments. General purpose 1024 

analog and digital interface used to trigger reward and record analog eye 1025 

signals.  1026 

5. Breakout box. BNC-2110, National Instruments. Connected to PCI-6221 used 1027 

for sending reward output and get analog eye inputs. 1028 

6. Photodiode. TSL 257. The photodiode is attached to the top middle portion of 1029 

the touchscreen. Visual stimuli displayed elsewhere on the screen are 1030 

programmed such that they always turn on an extra white square that is 1031 

displayed at the location of the photodiode. This allows precise measurement of 1032 

visual stimulus on/off times. The output of the photodiode is connected to the 1033 

neural data acquisition system and to the PCI-6221 card of the Behavior PC 1034 

through the BNC-2110 breakout box.  1035 

7. Custom reward circuit (Figure 2 – Supplement 2C). Connects to a peristaltic 1036 

pump with provision to control the direction of liquid flow and manual reward. 1037 

Connected to PC01 through breakout box BNC 2110.  1038 

8. USB powered speakers. To give audio feedback to monkeys. 1039 

9. Behavioral control software: NIMH MonkeyLogic 2.2.1, based on MATLAB 1040 

2020b, runs on Behavior PC to run behavioral experiments.  1041 

 Eye tracker. ISCAN ETL 300-HD, 120 Hz system with camera lens customized to 1042 

our angle of view and focal length requirements. The system outputs analog (x,y) 1043 

eye signals that are connected to Behavior PC through the breakout box BNC-2110.  1044 
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 Juice spout with chin/head frames. Schematic shown in Figure 2-Supplement 1A-1045 

B. Detailed design file available. Chin-rest & head-frames depicted in Figure 2-1046 

Supplement 1B.  1047 

 Network Camera System. e3Vision from White-Matter LLC with four cameras 1048 

(placed above/below touchscreen, on behavior room roof, and on side wall of 1049 

interaction area adjacent to behavior room). This system provides live video and 1050 

video recordings synchronized to the neural data acquisition.  1051 

 Neural data PC. Intel Core i7; 16 GB RAM; 1 TB SSD; Windows 7. Receives task-1052 

related event markers from the Behavior PC and wired/wireless neural data from 1053 

neural data acquisition system.  1054 

 Neural data acquisition system. eCube from White-Matter LLC with 640-channels, 1055 

64 bit digital IO, 32-ch analog inputs; Connected to neural data PC.  1056 

 Data visualization PC. Intel Core i9; 64 GB RAM; 1 TB SSD; Windows 10 OS; 1057 

Receives streaming behavioral events and neural data and uses custom Python 1058 

scripts to visualize the incoming data.   1059 
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 1060 
Figure 2 – supplement 2: Electromagnetic shielding and reward system 1061 

(A) Schematic of the copper sheet sandwiched between layers of high-pressure 1062 

laminate panels. These panels are installed on the walls and roof of the behavior 1063 

room and electrically connected to form a closed circuit to block external radio 1064 

frequency noise.  1065 

(B) Power spectrum (in dB) of noise recorded from the behavior room with shielding 1066 

(red) and the control room without shielding (blue). The copper sandwiched panels 1067 

in the behavior room and all stainless-steel supporting frames were connected 1068 

electrically to the ground of the pre-amplifier (Plexon Inc). Signals were recorded at 1069 

40 kHz for 1 s using a 24-ch U-probe electrode floating in air connected to a 32-1070 

channel data acquisition system (Plexon Inc).  1071 

(C) Circuit diagrams of the voltage regulator (left) and voltage-dependent current driver 1072 

circuits (right) that are part of the reward system. 1073 

(D) The layout of the printed circuit board (with the voltage regulator and voltage-1074 

dependent current driver circuits from panel C). This circuit board powers a 1075 

peristaltic dosing pump to push juice into the juice pipe. 1076 

 1077 

 1078 

  1079 
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 1080 
Figure 2 – supplement 3: Custom juice spout and snout restraints 1081 

(A) Schematic of juice reward arm. At top right, a close-up view of the spout portion of 1082 

the juice reward arm showing how the juice pipe and drain-pipe are concealed within 1083 

a tubular stainless-steel pipe. This prevents monkeys licking any run-off juice or from 1084 

tampering with the thin steel juice pipe itself. Bottom close-up shows how the juice 1085 

reward arm can be moved into and out of the behavior room to accommodate the 1086 

monkey’s hand reach (using a lockable linear guide).  1087 

(B) Photographs of three head frames with increasing levels of restraint (left to right). 1088 

Each restraint is made from stainless steel rods bent to match the typical shape of 1089 

the monkey head (obtained using 3D scanning). 1090 

(C) Snout restraint used to temporarily restrain the monkey head (monkey M2) for 1091 

maintenance of brain implants or replacement of wireless logger batteries.  1092 

 1093 

  1094 
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 1095 
Figure 3 – supplement 1: Eye tracking during same-different task for monkey M3. 1096 

(A) Eye traces overlaid on the stimulus screen, for one example SAME response trial 1097 

(magenta) and one representative different trial (cyan) for monkey M3.  1098 

(B) Horizontal (blue) and vertical (red) gaze position as a function of time during the 1099 

SAME trial shown in (A). Dotted lines mark sample on, sample off, test on, and 1100 

reward (from left to right respectively, along the x-axis). 1101 

(C) Same as (B) but during a correct DIFFERENT choice trial in (A). 1102 

(D) Horizontal and vertical gaze position during SAME response trials (magenta) and 1103 

DIFFERENT response trials (cyan) over a total of 148 trials (74 SAME trials and 74 1104 
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DIFFERENT trials). Unlike Monkey M1, Monkey M3 had the peculiar habit of looking 1105 

first towards the DIFFERENT response button before looking at the SAME response 1106 

button and then making the correct SAME response.  1107 

(E) Gaze position as a function of time (aligned to saccade onset) for the SAME 1108 

response trials shown in (D). Saccade onset was defined based on the time at which 1109 

saccade velocity attained 10% of the maximum eye velocity.  1110 

(F) Same as (E) but for DIFFERENT response trials.  1111 

(G) Gaze positions during 10 example trials during the fixation-contingent period. The 1112 

monkey had to maintain gaze during this period within a 8° window (dotted circle) 1113 

centred at the middle of the screen (where sample and fixation spot were 1114 

presented). Data from each trial data is shown in a different colour. 1115 

(H) 2D histogram of mean gaze position in each trial across all 148 trials in (D). 1116 

(I) Violin plot showing the standard deviation of gaze positions within each trial for both 1117 

horizontal (Eye X) and vertical (Eye Y) directions across trials in four separate 1118 

sessions (Sessions 1-4, where session 4 data is the same in panels B to I), overlaid 1119 

with median (white dot) and inter-quartile range (vertical gray bar).  1120 

  1121 
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 1122 
Figure 3 – supplement 2: Eye tracking during fixation task for Monkeys M1 & M3 1123 

(A) Schematic of trials in the fixation task. The monkey had to press and hold the 1124 

‘HOLD’ button to initiate the trial. Following fixation acquisition, a series of 8 images 1125 

were flashed for 200 ms each with an inter-stimulus interval of 200 ms. The monkey 1126 

was rewarded for correctly maintaining his gaze within a window of 8° radius.  1127 

(B) Gaze locations for 10 example trials from monkey M1 (from fixation acquisition to 1128 

end of sample off period of the 8th image). Data from each is shown in a different 1129 

colour. Despite the liberal criterion for fixation, the actual gaze were tightly centered 1130 

in a given trial, with this mean position varying slightly across trials. 1131 

(C) 2D histogram of the mean gaze position in each trial across all 194 trials. 1132 

(D) Violin plot showing the distribution of the standard deviation of gaze position within 1133 

each trial for both horizontal (Eye X) and vertical (Eye Y) directions across trials from 1134 

(C). The white dot within the distribution represents the median and the thick vertical 1135 

gray bar indicates the inter-quartile range.  1136 

(E-G) Same as panels B-D for monkey M3 in the fixation task.  1137 
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 1138 
Figure 4 – supplement 1. Social learning for naïve monkeys M2 & M4. 1139 

(A) Total number of trials attempted by M2 for each day/session of social training. 1140 

Shaded regions depict days on which error trials were repeated immediately 1141 

without delay.  1142 

(B) Accuracy of making various types of response by M2, calculated as percentage 1143 

of all trials. Touching accuracy (purple): percentage of all trials initiated by 1144 

touching the hold button. Response accuracy (cyan): percentage of trials where 1145 

M2 touched any choice button out of all trials. Correct accuracy (blue): 1146 

Percentage of trials where M2 touched the correct choice button out of all trials.  1147 

(C) Accuracy of correct trials across days/sessions for M2, for overall accuracy 1148 

(orange), first-chance accuracy (blue) and second-chance accuracy (gray).  1149 

(D-F) Same as panels A-C but for social learning of monkey M4.  1150 

  1151 
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APPENDIX 1: TAILORED AUTOMATED TRAINING 1152 

 1153 

Here we describe the Tailored Automated Training (TAT) paradigm we used to train 1154 

naïve monkeys to perform a same-different task.  1155 

 1156 

METHODS 1157 

Animals. M1 and M3 participated in the Tailored Automated Training.  The animals were 1158 

each provided a 45-minute period of access (session) to the behavior station with no 1159 

fixed order of access. Training was conducted only if animals voluntarily moved to the 1160 

behavior room. Animals were moved one at a time through to behavior room, closing 1161 

partition doors behind them. If the animal was not willing to go forward to the behavior 1162 

room, training was not done on that day and the animal was supplemented with 50 ml of 1163 

water later in the day. Weight of the animals were checked twice a week and if any 1164 

sudden drop in weight was measured the animal was given time to recover (by 1165 

removing water restriction and pausing training). 1166 

 1167 

Stimuli. For TAT, stimuli were selected from the Hemera Objects Database and 1168 

consisted of natural and man-made objects with a black background to match the 1169 

screen background.  1170 

 1171 

Training. The aim of the TAT was to teach monkeys the temporal same-different 1172 

matching tasks (SD task), a schematic of which is shown in figure 3A. We employed 1173 

TAT as a proof of concept to show that it is possible to achieve unsupervised training for 1174 

animals on a complex same-different (SD) matching task. We automated the training by 1175 

dividing the SD task into sub-tasks (stages) with further levels within each stage to 1176 

titrate task difficulty. Animals progressed to successive levels and stages based on their 1177 

performance (when accuracy on the last 50 attempted trials within a session was 1178 

greater than 80%). Like recent automated training paradigms (Berger et al., 2018), we 1179 

provided an opportunity to go down a level, if the animal performed poorly but we 1180 

ultimately moved to a more stringent level progression where the animals were not 1181 

allowed to slide back to an earlier level/stage. We started from a lower level only when 1182 

the training was resumed after a long break, due to unavoidable circumstances like 1183 

equipment failure or issues related to animal health. Overall, we find that the rate of 1184 

learning depends on animal’s underlying learning capability and the design of the 1185 

automated training regime. Hence to achieve fastest learning rates, we optimized the 1186 

level-wise difficulty of the automated design.  1187 

 In general, the progression of task difficulty across levels and stages was 1188 

selected such the animal could always perform the task at above-chance performance. 1189 

Although we set out to train animals using a completely automated pipeline, we also 1190 

wanted to ensure that both our naive animals could complete the learning process in full 1191 

without drop out as is common in many automated regimes (Calapai et al., 2017; Tulip 1192 

et al., 2017; Berger et al., 2018). We implemented a pragmatic approach, to intervene 1193 

and tailor the training parameters at particularly difficult stages for so as to avoid the 1194 

monkey dropping out of the training process entirely. 1195 

The SD task was divided into ten conceptual stages. A single parameter was varied 1196 

across levels within a stage. The smallest unit of the TAT is a trial, but composition of 1197 
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each trial is dependent on the current level. Each trial started with the presentation of 1198 

trial initiation button and trials were separated by a variable inter-trial interval (ITI). The 1199 

duration of ITI depends on the outcome of the current trial (500 ms for correct trials; 1200 

2000 ms for incorrect trials). Provision was made to change some parameters quickly 1201 

without aborting the experiment. The ITI and reward per trial were adjusted within a 1202 

session based on animal’s performance. We increased ITI to give another level of 1203 

feedback when animals were showing very high response bias by pressing only one 1204 

button or when the animals were satisfied with 50 percent chance performance. 1205 

 Liquid juice reward was delivered after every correct trial. We started each 1206 

session with 0.2 ml of juice reward per trial. Juice reward was increased for consistent 1207 

behavior but never decreased within a session. The motive behind increasing the 1208 

reward was to keep the motivation high when learning a new task as any kind of error 1209 

done by the animal aborts the trial. Monkeys got two distinct audio feedback tones: a 1210 

high-pitched tone for correct response and a low-pitched tone for incorrect responses 1211 

(including uninitiated, aborted or no response trials).  1212 

 1213 

TAT Stages  1214 

Stage-1 (Touch): A green button (square) was presented on the touch screen where 1215 

monkey had to touch for reward. Any touch outside was considered as error.  There 1216 

were two levels in this stage (Button size: 200 x 600 pixels in level 1.1 and 200 x 200 1217 

pixels in level 1.2). Center of the buttons were same as the that of the hold button in 1218 

Figure 3A.   1219 

 1220 

Stage 2 (Hold):  The hold button was presented, and monkeys had to touch and 1221 

maintain the touch within the button area until it was removed. Any touch outside the 1222 

hold button was considered an error. There were thirty levels in this stage, in which hold 1223 

time varied from 100 ms to 3 s in equally spaced intervals. M3 cleared all the levels but 1224 

M1 was trained only up to a hold time of 2.6 s.  1225 

 1226 

Stage 3 (1-Response Button):  A temporal same different task with only correct choice 1227 

button was presented. Choice buttons were green colored squares and were presented 1228 

above and below the hold button for same and different choices, respectively. Image 1229 

presentation sequence was same as that shown in Figure 3A. We had a wait to hold 1230 

time for initiating the trial as 8000 ms, pre-sample delay time of 500 ms, sample-on time 1231 

of 400 ms and post-sample delay of 400 ms. We reduced the time to respond in this 1232 

level from 5 s to 400 ms in several steps (in 1000 ms steps till 1s, 100 ms steps till 500 1233 

ms and 50 ms steps till 400 ms). Four image pairs formed from two images were used 1234 

to construct the same different task.  1235 

 1236 

Stage 4 (2-Response Buttons): In this stage the wrong choice button (also of similar 1237 

dimensions and color to the hold button) was also displayed with brightness that 1238 

increased from 0 to the maximum intensity (same as the correct choice button). This is 1239 

a full temporal same different task with an intensity difference between correct and 1240 

wrong choice buttons. Wrong button was introduced in ten steps with brightness scaled 1241 

relative to the maximum intensity (scaling factor for each level:  0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8, 0.85, 1242 

0.90, 0.925, 0.95, 0.975, 1). A scaling factor of 1 meant that there was no intensity 1243 
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difference between the choice buttons, and the monkey would have to use the visual 1244 

cues (sample & test images) to perform the task. Time to respond was 800ms and all 1245 

other task parameters are same as stage 3.   1246 

 1247 

Stage-5 (Ad-hoc Strategies): We introduced two new strategies (Immediate Repeat 1248 

and Overlay) to facilitate same-different training. With the immediate repeat strategy, for 1249 

every wrong trial, we repeated the same trial again with a lower reward (0.1 ml) for 1250 

correct response. This allowed the animal to switch its response upon making an error. 1251 

In the overlay strategy, we presented images of sample and test side by side blended 1252 

on the correct choice button (blended image = α*image + (1-α)*choice button), where α 1253 

is a fraction between 0 and 1. We started the first level of this stage by giving three 1254 

kinds of additional information (Button intensity difference, Immediate Repeat and 1255 

Overlay) to identify the correct response. As the levels progressed, we removed the 1256 

cues slowly. First, we removed button intensity difference in 6 levels (scaling factor of 1257 

wrong button intensity in each level:  0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1). Second, we removed the 1258 

overlay cue in 15 levels. (Blending factor α: 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1, 0.09, 0.08, 0.07, 1259 

0.06, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, 0.02, 0.01,0). We removed the immediate repeat of error when 1260 

blend cue reached α = 0.06. 1261 

 1262 

Stage-6 (Test Stimulus Association):  Stages 6, 7, 8 and 9 were based on a spatial 1263 

version of the same-different task. In Stages 6 and 7, a new condition was introduced 1264 

with overlay on correct response, and this happened on 50% of trials in trial bag. The 1265 

remaining trials were already learned conditions which were shown with no overlay. A 1266 

level with overlay on correct response was repeated with a level without overlay. This 1267 

spatial task differed from the temporal tasks in the position of the test image (shifted 1268 

right or between sample and hold button) and sample ON time (sample image is 1269 

presented till the trial ends). Each level introduced two new images through two specific 1270 

image pairs (Images A and B are introduced through trials AA and AB). The trials only 1271 

differed in the test image, so the monkey can do the task only by associating a test 1272 

stimulus to the correct choice button.  In all, we introduced 20 new images and 20 1273 

image pairs across levels. Since we were presenting newly introduced image pairs 1274 

more often (ratio of new image pairs to learned image pairs is 1:1), the monkeys could 1275 

reach 80% accuracy without attempting all learned image pairs. Hence, to check the 1276 

monkey’s performance on all learned image pairs, we created the last level with all 20 1277 

image pairs presented equally likely without cue.   1278 

 1279 

Stage-7 (Sample Stimulus Association):  In this stage we introduced image pairs 1280 

formed from two images which differed in sample image (Images A and B are 1281 

introduced through image pairs AA and BA but not AA and AB). In total we introduced 8 1282 

new image pairs formed from 8 images. All other experimental conditions were same as 1283 

Stage-6.  1284 

 1285 

Stage-8 (Sample and Test Association): Here we presented 16 image pairs selected 1286 

from Stage-6 and Stage-7 together.    1287 

 1288 
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Stage-9 (Spatial same-different task): All possible image pairs from 20 new images 1289 

were introduced in this level and this was done along with learned pairs (ratio of new 1290 

pairs is to learned pairs is 1:1 with new pairs shown with choice button overlay). In next 1291 

level overlay was removed and in subsequent levels the proportion of new image pairs 1292 

were increased (this was done in two levels: 75:25 and 100:0). We tested the 1293 

generalization introducing two new set of images (number of images in these sets:  20 1294 

and 100) in next two levels.   1295 

 1296 

Stage-10 (Temporal same-different task):  The task was switched to temporal from 1297 

spatial SD task. In the first level we retained the sample image and test image location, 1298 

but we turned off the sample image before presenting the test image. There was no 1299 

delay between sample and test. Next level, the sample and test were spatially 1300 

overlapping and the delay between sample and test were zero. In the subsequent levels 1301 

the delay between sample and test were increased in steps (50 ms, 100ms, 200ms).  1302 

 1303 

 1304 

RESULTS 1305 

The complete trajectory of training for both M1 & M3 is depicted in Appendix Figure 1306 

1 and are summarized below.  1307 

Stage 1 was the touch stage: here monkeys had to touch a green square that 1308 

appeared on the screen upon which it received a juice reward. Both monkeys cleared 1309 

this stage in 1 day(Appendix Figure 1).   1310 

In Stage 2, monkeys had to hold their fingers on the green hold cue for increasing 1311 

durations (100 to 3000 ms). The hold time was small initially (100 ms) so that monkeys 1312 

would be rewarded for accidentally long touches and start to hold for longer periods. We 1313 

trained monkeys to hold for longer periods (3 s) since this would be the hold time 1314 

required eventually for the same-different task. Towards the end of this stage, we began 1315 

to flash successive stimuli (up to 8 stimuli with 200 ms on and off) at the center of the 1316 

screen while the monkey continued to maintain hold. Both monkeys took about two 1317 

weeks to clear this stage (15 sessions for M1 to reach 2.6 s, 13 sessions for M3 to 1318 

reach 3 s; Appendix Figure 1).  1319 

From Stage 3 onwards, monkeys started seeing a simplified version of the same-1320 

different task. Here we tried many failed variations before eventually succeeding. In 1321 

Stage 3, they maintained hold for 500 ms, after which a sample image was shown for 1322 

400 ms, followed by a blank screen for 400 ms. After this a test image was shown at the 1323 

center and the hold cue was removed, and a single choice button appeared either 1324 

above (for SAME trial) or below (for DIFFERENT trial). To simplify learning, we used 1325 

only 2 images resulting in 4 possible trials (either image as sample x either image as 1326 

test). Monkeys had to release hold and touch the choice button within a specified time. 1327 

Once monkeys learned this basic structure, we reasoned that reducing this choice time 1328 

would force them to learn other cues to predict the choice button (i.e., the sample being 1329 

same/different from test). However, this strategy did not work, and we discarded this 1330 

strategy after 16 sessions (Appendix Figure 1).  1331 

In Stage 4, we introduced both choice buttons, but the wrong choice button had a 1332 

lower intensity to facilitate the choice. Both monkeys quickly learned to select the 1333 

brighter choice button. Here our strategy was to reduce the brightness difference to 1334 
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zero, thereby forcing the animals to learn the same-different contingency. Here too, 1335 

monkeys kept learning to discriminate finer and finer brightness differences but failed to 1336 

generalize to the zero brightness conditions. We discarded this strategy after 13 1337 

sessions (Appendix Figure 1).  1338 

In Stage 5, we tried several alternate strategies. These included immediate repeat of 1339 

error trials (thereby allowing the monkeys to switch to the correct choice button), overlay 1340 

of the image pair on the correct choice button (to facilitate the association of the image 1341 

pair at the center with the choice buttons). While monkeys learned these associations 1342 

correctly, they still did not generalize when these conditions were removed. On closer 1343 

inspection, we observed that this was because they were looking only at the response 1344 

button and not at the sample and test images. We discarded this strategy after 13 1345 

sessions (Appendix Figure 1).  1346 

In Stage 6, we further simplified the task by keeping the sample image identical in all 1347 

trials, and varying only the test image (i.e., AA vs AB trials). We also simplified the task 1348 

by showing the sample throughout, and then displaying the test image alongside the 1349 

sample after a brief delay to facilitate comparison. We initially overlaid the image pair on 1350 

the correct response button and eventually removed it based on performance. Monkeys 1351 

cleared this level easily, and encouraged by this success, we introduced pairs of trials 1352 

with new image pairs. In each level the old/learned pairs had no overlay (these were 1353 

50% of the trials) and the new pairs had overlay (these were the remaining 50%). In this 1354 

manner, we introduced 20 image pairs made from 20 unique images. Note that clearing 1355 

this stage means that monkeys might have learned the full same-different concept or 1356 

alternatively learned to associate specific test images to the “SAME” or “DIFFERENT” 1357 

choice buttons. Monkeys cleared this stage in 8 sessions (Appendix Figure 1).  1358 

In Stage 7, we attempted to nudge the monkeys towards a full same-different task. 1359 

Here we used 8 new images such that the test image was always the same in a given 1360 

pair, but the sample image varied (i.e., AA vs BA trials). Monkeys cleared this stage in 3 1361 

sessions (Appendix Figure 1).  1362 

In Stage 8, we combined the trials from Stages 6 & 7 in equal proportion (8 image 1363 

pairs each). Monkeys cleared this stage in 1 session (Appendix Figure 1). However, it is 1364 

still possible that they were doing this task by remembering sample or test associations 1365 

with the corresponding choice buttons.  1366 

In Stage 9, we introduced all possible image pairs possible from 20 new images 1367 

along with the previously learned image pairs and gradually reduced the proportion of 1368 

the learned pairs. Both monkeys cleared stage easily (6 sessions for M1, 5 sessions for 1369 

M2), suggesting that they learned the concept of same-different. We further confirmed 1370 

this by testing them on 100 new images, where sample and test images were chosen 1371 

randomly from the 100C2 = 4,950 possible sample-test pairs. Monkeys cleared this stage 1372 

in 13 sessions (Appendix Figure 1).  1373 

In Stage 10, we transitioned to a temporal same-different task by reducing the 1374 

temporal overlap between sample and test images, introducing a brief delay period, and 1375 

then gradually moving the test image to the same position as the sample. Monkeys 1376 

easily cleared this stage in 4 sessions (Appendix Figure 1).   1377 

 1378 

  1379 
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 1380 
Appendix Figure 1: Tailored Automated training (TAT) on Same-Different task. 1381 

The plot shows the progression of animals M1 and M3 through the ten stages of TAT. 1382 

Each stage is further divided into levels with symbols corresponding to each monkey 1383 

(plus for M1, circles for M3) and color indicating the number of trials attempted (0-150 1384 

trials: light blue, 150-300 trials: cyan, >300 trials: dark blue). The lines indicate the 1385 

maximum level reached by each animal in a given sessions (M1: green, M3: red).  1386 

 1387 

 1388 

  1389 
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APPENDIX 2: SOCIAL TRAINING 1390 

 1391 

METHODS 1392 

 1393 

Social training of naïve monkey M2 1394 

Animals. On each day of social training, M2 was involved in three sessions. First, he 1395 

was introduced to the behaviour room with M1, then introduced with M3, and finally a 1396 

solo session. M2 was group-housed with M1 and M3 from 9 months before start of 1397 

social sessions, so their social hierarchy was observed to be M1 > M2 > M3.  1398 

 1399 

Stimuli. A set of 100 images of unique natural objects were used as stimuli. On Day 21 1400 

and Day 29, a new set of 50 images of unique natural objects were used to test the 1401 

performance. All stimuli were presented after conversion to grayscale and the longer 1402 

dimension of the images was always equated to 5.5° visual angle. Images were taken 1403 

from the BOSS v 2.0 stimuli set (Brodeur et al., 2010, 2014) and from Hemera Photo 1404 

Objects. 1405 

 1406 

Training.  Temporal same-different task (stage 10 of TAT, Appendix figure 1) was 1407 

chosen for the social training sessions. Unlike TAT where an animal progressively 1408 

attempts stages of the task until it is proficient in the full task, in social training sessions 1409 

we investigated how a naïve monkey might learn the full task in the presence of trained 1410 

peers (M1 and M3). Crucially, M2 can only get access to juice reward by responding 1411 

when choice buttons are presented at the latter half of the trial.  1412 

Sessions were held on all mornings of the week except for Sundays and only if 1413 

animals voluntarily moved to the behavior room (animals were herded two at a time 1414 

through to behavior room, closing partition doors behind them). For instance, M3 did not 1415 

come on Day 3 and Day 7; for these sessions, M2 was introduced alone into the 1416 

behaviour room. If any animal did not come for a particular session, it was 1417 

supplemented with 50 ml of water. Likewise, if the naïve or trained animal drank less 1418 

than 50 ml juice during training, it was supplemented so that its total daily intake was 50 1419 

ml. Weight was monitored continuously as described earlier. 1420 

On each social session, we introduced M2 along with M1 (its superior in social 1421 

rank) for 15-20 minutes or until M1 performed ~400 correct trials or 80 ml of juice. On 1422 

the same day, we also introduced M2 with M3 (its subordinate in rank) for 45 minutes or 1423 

until M2 received 60 ml of juice. Interestingly for few trials M2 and M3 cooperated (day 1424 

4: 35 trials, day 5: 14 trials, day 8: 96 trials and day 9: 10 trials; Figure 4B inset, Figure 1425 

4- supplement 1). M2-M3 session was for 45 minutes or until M2 received 50-60ml of 1426 

juice, whichever was earlier. Video recordings of both the sessions were done for 1427 

subsequent coding of distinct behavioural episodes in these sessions.  1428 

Previous studies have established that animal learns more from peer’s mistake 1429 

(than from peer’s success) and from own success (than own mistake) (Monfardini et al., 1430 

2012, 2017; Isbaine et al., 2015; Ferrucci et al., 2019). In a two-choice task, error 1431 

reduces the preference of the choice made by the animal (Monfardini et al., 2017). In 1432 

our case, the error signal is generated from multiple sources: breaking hold 1433 

maintenance, incorrect response, and no response. We felt that maintenance of hold 1434 

before the sample is shown is not crucial to task performance. Hence, we choose to 1435 
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make the task much easier and reduce errors by reducing the initial hold time down to 1436 

100ms (on day 5) which reduced the hold maintenance time to 700ms from 1.1 second. 1437 

When the monkey started to get reward on 50% of responded trials, we increase the 1438 

initial hold time to be 300ms on day 16 and 500ms on day 17. After that the hold was 1439 

500ms throughout the training. We modified inter-trial intervals (for correct and incorrect 1440 

responses) and reward amount to keep M2 motivated to learn the task.  1441 

On Day 5, for few trials M2 was able to maintain the hold till the response buttons 1442 

appeared. Then he dragged his hand below and touched the “different” response button 1443 

(which was positioned at the bottom of hold button). He was able to obtain a reward on 1444 

50% of the responded trials using this biased strategy. To discourage him from 1445 

choosing only “different” button, on Day 6, we enabled immediate repeat of incorrect 1446 

trials, so that an error trial was repeated immediately until he made a correct response. 1447 

From Days 7-9, immediate repeat of error trial was disabled but on Day 10 we re-1448 

enabled immediate repeat of error trials to remove response bias. Once M2’s overall 1449 

accuracy on responded trials (including immediate repeat of error trials) reached 80% 1450 

(Day 20) we disabled immediate repeat.  1451 

 1452 

Social session analyses. Since two monkeys were in the behaviour room during social 1453 

sessions, we first identified which trial was done by which monkey by manually 1454 

annotating the CCTV videos. Then for each monkey, we calculated accuracy on 1455 

responded trials as a percentage of correct trials out of responded trials (Figure 4B). 1456 

Accuracy could be of two types: First chance accuracy was calculated on all responded 1457 

trials without including immediate repeat of error trials. Second-chance accuracy was 1458 

calculated only on immediate repeat of error trials (after making an error, there were a 1459 

stretch of same trial repeating, until the monkey made a correct response). For M1, 1460 

repeat of error trials were not activated, and in case of M3, days when he did the task 1461 

(day 4, 5, 8 and 9) immediate repeat of error trials were disabled. For M2-M3 session, 1462 

we calculated percentage of trial initiated by M2 and percentage of trial initiated by M3, 1463 

on total trials of that session (Figure 4B inset). 1464 

To understand the learning stages of M2 (Figure 4C), we calculated touching 1465 

accuracy (percentage of total trial where M2 initiated the trial by touching), response 1466 

accuracy (percentage of total trials in which M2 made a response) and correct response 1467 

accuracy (percentage of total trials where M2 made a correct response). These three 1468 

accuracies were calculated on total trials attempted by M2 alone (excluding the trials 1469 

performed by M3). 1470 

 1471 

Social training of naïve monkey M4 1472 

Animals. We introduced the naïve monkey M4 along with the trained monkey M3 for the 1473 

social training. M4 and M3 were from the same social group, so M4 was pair-housed 1474 

with M3 for 1 day before start of the social sessions. Their social hierarchy was 1475 

observed to be M4 > M3.   1476 

 1477 

Procedure. On each of social learning, we conducted three sessions: a solo session 1478 

with only M3 performing the task, followed by a social session where M4 was introduced 1479 

into the room with M3 already present, and finally a solo session with only M4. 1480 

 1481 
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Stimuli and task parameters. All stimuli and task parameters were the same as the M2 1482 

social sessions except the following: (1) From Days 1-13, the stimulus set comprised 48 1483 

natural images divided into 24 blocks of 8 conditions (4 same and 4 different). On Day 1484 

14, this was changed to a single block of 2550 trials created from 100 natural images, 1485 

exactly as with the M2 social sessions; (2) From Days 1-13, the Hold period was 200 1486 

ms, and was reduced after that to 100 ms. (3) Error trials were set to delayed repeat on 1487 

Days 1-8, ignore-on-error for Days 9-13, delayed repeat on Day 14, immediate-repeat 1488 

from Days 15-33, and delayed-repeat on Days 34-39.  1489 

 1490 

RESULTS 1491 

 1492 

Sequence of events during social learning of M2  1493 

How did M2 learn the task? Were there any key stages during this process? 1494 

Since the social learning involved many uncontrolled one-time behaviours, we describe 1495 

below both our descriptive observations together with quantitative analyses where 1496 

possible of the entire social learning process.  1497 

On Day 1, we observed interactions expected from their social rank. In the M1-1498 

M2 session, M1 (being dominant) did the task and prevented M2 from approaching the 1499 

touchscreen. In the M2-M3 session, M2 (being dominant) hogged the juice spout 1500 

throughout and intimidated M3 whenever he approached the touchscreen (Figure 4A). 1501 

This continued on Day 2, but M2 touched the hold button on a few trials though it did not 1502 

progress through trial to get reward (Figure 4C, touching accuracy).  1503 

On Day 4, in the M1-M2 session, M2 watched M1 from a safe distance as before. 1504 

But interestingly, in the M2-M3 session, M2 pulled M3 from the adjoining room into the 1505 

behaviour room (see Video 4). Following this, M2 positioned himself in front of the juice 1506 

spout, but also allowed M3 to access the screen. As a result, M3 performed a few trials 1507 

while M2 received the juice (Figure 4A). After this interaction, M2 initiated more trials by 1508 

touching the hold button but still did not make further progress to get juice reward. 1509 

These interactions are analysed quantitatively in Appendix 2 – Figure 1. 1510 

On Day 5, in the M1-M2 session, M2 watched M1 for long stretches. In the M2-1511 

M3 session, for a few trials, M2 maintained hold till the choice buttons appeared and 1512 

ended up touching the lower button (corresponding to a DIFFERENT response) by 1513 

dragging his hand down. M2 made four correct responses in this manner and received 1514 

juice reward. After that, for a short stretch of trials, M2 allowed M3 to do the task (same 1515 

as in Day 4) and M2 received the reward. M2 received the reward at a much higher rate 1516 

(8 out of 14 trials of interaction, see Appendix 2 – Figure 1). After this M2 did not allow 1517 

M3 to do any more trials, and his response accuracy and correct response accuracy 1518 

increased, even though he continued to drag his hand through the DIFFERENT 1519 

response button. On this day, the first chance accuracy of M2 was 53% on responded 1520 

trials (Figure 4B), though this was still a small proportion of all trials (7.6%, Figure 4C).  1521 

On Day 6, in the M1-M2 session, M2 watched M1 but only for a short duration. In 1522 

the M2-M3 session, M2 started responding on more than 70% of the trials and started 1523 

making the SAME response as well once we began immediate repeat of error trials (see 1524 

Methods). Sometimes M3 was sitting beside M2, but M2 neither allowed M3 to do the 1525 

task or showed any aggression to M3.  1526 

https://osf.io/zsaqu/
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On Days 7 & 8, in the M1-M2 session, M2 watched M1 for a longer stretch, and 1527 

M1 did not show any aggression even when M2 sat near M1. As in M1-M2 sessions, 1528 

there was never any interaction between M1 and M2 (M1 dominated M2, and M2 1529 

watched M1 from a distance). We stopped M1-M2 sessions after Day 8 as more 1530 

interactions were happening in the M2-M3 session. On Day 7, M3 did not come for the 1531 

task, thus in the M2-M3 session, M2 was attempting trials alone. On day 8, M3 was 1532 

sitting closely with M2, and both M2 and M3 interacted for 96 trials in total (both did the 1533 

task and sometimes shared reward, but mostly M2 occupied juice spout).  1534 

On Day 9, in the M2-M3 session, M2 allowed similar interaction for a very brief 1535 

time, where M3 got to do the task (10 trials in total), and both were sharing reward. After 1536 

this, M3 tried doing the task and occupying the juice spout by pushing M2 aside, but M2 1537 

showed his dominance. Overall, on this day, M3 sat beside M2 for a longer duration 1538 

than Day 8. We did not see any improvement in M2’s performance after the interactions 1539 

on Day 8 & 9.  1540 

From Day 10 onwards, M2 did not allow M3 to attempt any more trials, while his 1541 

task performance hovered around chance (Figure 4B). The duration for which M3 sat 1542 

beside M2 also began decreasing after Day 9, and by Day 11, M3 was just roaming 1543 

randomly in the room or sitting in the corner while M2 performed the task alone. After 1544 

Day 13, we stopped the M2-M3 social sessions, and began introducing M2 by himself 1545 

into the behaviour room (Day 14 onwards; Figure 4B). The M2-M3 interactions are 1546 

summarized in Figure 4B (inset).  1547 

From Days 14-29, M2 was trained alone and learned the task by trial and error. 1548 

We included an immediate repeat of error trials (Day 6 & Day 10-20), which allowed M2 1549 

to switch his response to the other choice button upon making an error. However, his 1550 

accuracy on both the first-chance trials (i.e., trials without an error on the preceding trial) 1551 

and on second-chance trials (i.e., on trials with an error on the preceding trial) increased 1552 

monotonically, suggesting that he was continuously learning the concept of same-1553 

different and not just learning to switch on making an error (Figure 4B). By Day 25, M2 1554 

had attained an accuracy of 86%, meaning that he had learned the image same-1555 

different task. 1556 

 1557 

  1558 
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 1559 
Appendix 2 – Figure 1: M2-M3 co-operation during social learning. Here we 1560 

describe interesting social interactions between M2 & M3 during social training. To 1561 

summarize, on Days 4 and 5, M2 was positioning himself in front of the touch screen, 1562 

occupying the juice spout as usual, since M2 was dominant over M3. However, for 1563 

some stretches, he allowed M3 to sit alongside closely such that M3 also had access of 1564 

the touch screen. During these stretches, M3 performed the task for few trials (grey 1565 

box), which included both correct and incorrect trials. Since M2 was occupying the juice 1566 

spout, he got rewarded for these correct trials performed by M3. These interactions are 1567 

detailed below.  1568 

(A) Day 4, M2-M3 session: Shaded regions are showing trials where M2 and M3 co-1569 

operated in the task (M3 performed the task and M2 got juice). Red dots in 1570 

shaded region are showing correct trials. The whole session is divided into non-1571 

overlapping bins (bin size is 15 trials except in the shaded regions). Each dot 1572 

represents accuracy calculated on the total trials in that bin. Touching accuracy: 1573 

percentage of trials initiated by M2. Response accuracy: percentage of 1574 

responded trial (correct or incorrect) out of total trials. On this day, M2 was not 1575 

touching the hold button much before the interaction trials (before trial 106), but 1576 

after that M2 started initiating trials (Figure 4 supplement -2 A). He did not make 1577 

any more progress. 1578 

(B) Day 5, M2-M3 session: Correct response accuracy: percentage of total trials in 1579 

which M2 made a correct response. Here bin size is 20 trials. All other 1580 

conventions are same as (A). The arrow indicates the trial from which the hold 1581 

time was changed (Day 1: 500 ms). From the beginning M2 was initiating the 1582 

trials by touching the hold button but his response accuracy was very low (i.e. did 1583 

not reach the two choices stage). He was able to maintain hold till response 1584 

button appeared and made a response by dragging his hand through “Different 1585 

button” for 13 trials before the interaction, out of which only 4 trials were correct. 1586 

After this, M2 allowed M3 to perform the task for 14 trials (till trial 381) in which 1587 

M2 received juice at a much higher rate (8 trials out of 14 were correct). After this 1588 

interaction, M2’s response accuracy increased (Figure 4 supplement -2 B ) and 1589 

he started making correct response at chance level, although this was largely 1590 

due to only making the DIFFERENT response). 1591 

 1592 

  1593 
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Sequence of events during social learning for M4 1594 

As before, we observed a number of interesting one-time events during social 1595 

learning of M4, which we provide a qualitative description below.   1596 

On Day 1, we observed interactions expected from their social rank (M3 > M4). 1597 

M3 was doing the task, and M4 was observing the task from a safe distance. Both 1598 

monkeys were not fighting inside the behavioural room. On Day 2, we observed similar 1599 

behaviour by M3 and M4, but M4 started coming closer to M3 for watching the task. 1600 

There was a long stretch (~5 minutes) of trials where both monkeys were accessing the 1601 

screen together but M3 got all the reward.  1602 

During Days 3-5, M4 learned to initiate trials and began to get reward. M4 kept 1603 

watching M3 for increasing periods, but M3 was unwilling to leave the juice spout 1604 

opportunity to M4. During Days 6-8, M4 showed only a slight dominance over M3. On 1605 

Day 6, this trend started reversing, and both M3 and M4 got more time with the screen 1606 

alone. On Day 7, M4 showed complete dominance, occupying the screen more often 1607 

and pushing M3 away from the juice spout.  1608 

On Day 8, the social session started with a fight between M3 and M4. After this 1609 

fight, M3 again became dominant over M4, and M3 did all the trials with very high 1610 

accuracy. There was no co-operation between M3 and M4 thereafter. On Day 9, M4 1611 

was not interested in doing the task in the social session. On Days 10-13, M4 showed 1612 

interest in doing the task, sitting close to M3, but did not get a chance to do the task in 1613 

the social session. During the solo session, M4 accuracy rose above chance. During 1614 

this period M4 learned to avoid making touch and hold errors.  1615 

During Day 15-33 immediate repeat was on. While M4’s overall accuracy began 1616 

to improve steadily (Figure 4 – Supplement 1F), this improvement was largely due to his 1617 

second-chance accuracy. In other words, he learned to switch his response after every 1618 

wrong trial. Throughout this time, his first-chance accuracy remained at chance. Thus, 1619 

M4 showed continuous learning but learned a suboptimal rule. 1620 
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